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The rules of the city appoint thirteen builders to build a huge tower in the forest nearby. But the builders
are unable to carry out their task. Walls put up in the morning crumble by evening, and walls put up in
the evening crumble by morning in despair, they beg Kelemen, their leader , to stop this futile
construction and send them home. They become convinced tat some supernatural power is acting
against them. But Kelemen , forever the idealist, is prepared to do anything to finish the task, and
refuses to give in to their fears. Claiming the project is failing because they lack enthusiasm , he
convinces them to stay. An old wanderer, who has heard of the tower that keeps down, signs them a
ballad. In it he reveals that the place has been put under a curse, because a woman once abandoned
her child there so she could carry a sack of gold and silver instead. At dawn , the builders return and
once again try to put up the tower. But the curse has not passed and the walls crumble. Again they beg
to give up, but Belthasar, Kelemen's rival, claims that the first woman who comes there and to mix her
ashes with the mortar and lime. The first woman to appear is Anna, Kelemen's young wife and the
mother of his son. The builders refuse to break their oath and Kelemen is forced to throw his wife from
the scaffolding , into the murderous hands of his fellow workers. Balthasar's plan succeeds and the
tower now stands firm. The builders , in festive garb, gather for the inauguration celebrations. All are
happy except Kelemen, isolated in his mourning and his hatred. His ain is worsened when the wanderer
tells him that his son too has died. Kelemen, has now lost . He hears that the city council has appointed
a committee to investigate rumors of a woman murdered. The builders, in a frightened attempt to
defend themselves, blame Kelemen and demand that he bear the consequences, Balthasar again
intervenes. He convinces his fellows that the rulers of the city wouold not want a scandal now. He is
proven right – a messenger sent by the city council, announces that the accusations have been proven
unfounded and that those who spread the rumors would be punished.

